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Rebel Kitchen is revolutionizing food for everyone: Healthy
alternatives that taste mind-blowingly good. They question
received wisdom and demand that we all rethink our
unsustainable approach to health, nutrition, consumption,
agriculture and manufacturing.
We’re happy to be providing Rebel Kitchen with a fully
managed EDI solution that is integrated into their existing
accounting and inventory software.

Cloud-based and
easy to use

Integrated with Xero
and Unleashed

What did Rebel Kitchen want
to achieve?

Fully-managed
with 24/7 support

and they wanted to consolidate all their
lines of communication into one, efficient
EDI solution.

When Rebel Kitchen decided that they wanted
to switch EDI providers, another one of our

Emily Attwood, part of the UK Logistics

customers in the same industry referred them

team at Rebel Kitchen, says, “The more trading

to us to see if we could help. At the time,

partners you have the bigger the margin

Rebel had a high number of trading partners

for error, so it was important for us to have

using different methods of communication

everything on one, simplified system.”

“The team at NetEDI were very patient and helpful when we were
implementing the solution.”
Emily Attwood, Rebel Kitchen

Rebel Kitchen now has a fully
integrated and managed solution
At NetEDI, we focus heavily on integrating with existing backoffice systems in order to provide the most streamlined and
efficient system possible.
We implemented our NeTIX Professional solution for Rebel
Kitchen and integrated their EDI messages into their existing
Xero and Unleashed back-office systems.
Xero provides a powerful and easy-to-use service that allows
businesses to manage and automate their essential accounting
tasks. Unleashed allows businesses to manage their inventories

Powered by
NeTIX

efficiently and with expert, local support.
Emily says, ‘The fact that you could integrate with Xero and
Unleashed was definitely a factor in our decision to choose your

Used by

service. Xero is an application that is used throughout the whole
team, so if you couldn’t integrate with them that would have
been a problem. We use Unleashed for stock reconciliation and,
thanks to your integration, our orders now go into both systems

6,300
people

at the same time. It’s great that the systems talk to each other.’

“Your support team has been incredible. Whatever
question we have you’re always on hand to help.”
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